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  About Us

Based on a decree issued by the Central Bank of Iran 
(CBI), Monetary and Banking Research Institute (MBRI) 
has been in charge of holding the annual conference 
of Electronic Banking and Payment Systems with the 
support and assistance of the National Informatics 
Company since 2011. MBRI has planned to hold this 
conference in line with expansion of its activities 
concerning electronic banking and promotion of its 
scientific and executive capabilities to hold specialized 
conferences using Views held by scholars, managers, 
experts from CBI and affiliated bodies, banking network 
of the country as well as specialized firms.

Monetary and Banking Research Institute (MBRI)

MBRI was founded in 1990 as the think tank of CBI 
in response to research demands of the country 
concerning monetary and banking and also as a means 
to develop research and studies in the mentioned 
field. Having this mission in mind, MBRI with its 6 
research groups including banking, electronic banking, 
Islamic banking, financial management, money and 
foreign currency, as well as modeling has continuously 
focused on everyday economic and banking issues 
while holding two annual conferences on the agenda.
The annual conference of Monetary and Exchange 
Rate Policies has been held 26 times at national level 
while the annual conference of Electronic Banking and 
Payment Systems enjoys a history of five events at 
international levels.

National Informatics Company

As the technological arm of the CBI, the National 
Informatics Company characterizes itself as having 
extensive expertise and long-lasting experience 
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  Why Attend EBPS6?

In Iran as of 2016, there are 31 banks, of which 9 are 
government-owned and 22 belong to the private 
sector. Over the past decade, utilizing IT and ICT in 
offering banking and payment services has increased 
dramatically to the extent that in July 2014, more than 
950 million transactions, worth 2,585 thousand billion 
Rials, were made using electronic fund transfer systems. 
Currently, over 290 million payment cards are issued 
and there are over 3.9 million EFTPOS terminals and 
over 39,000 ATMs in Iran. As a result, banking industry 
in Iran, with a wide range of exciting new opportunities, 
provides a flourishing market for local and global 
industry leaders. 
Monetary and Banking Research Institute, in 
collaboration with the National Informatics Corporation 
and under the official support of the Central Bank of 
the Islamic Republic of Iran, has organized the Annual 
Conference on E-Banking and Payment Systems for five 
consecutive years. During these years, the conference 
has experienced an overall success in achieving its 
goals and a year-to-year growth in its participants. 
Based on the statistics of the previous years, we 
expect EBPS6 to gather about 2000 decision makers, 

and enjoys a unique privileged position in the field 
of modern technologies; defining and managing 
companies in the areas of IT and communication, 
telecommunications, banking services, and electronic 
payment systems. It is the largest holding firm in 
electronic banking with substantial capabilities 
which aims to provide the monetary and banking 
systems with governance and capacity building as 
proportionate to current and future needs. National 
Informatics Company has obtained such a capability 
through synergy in a chain of pioneer companies and 
facilitation of implementing monetary and banking 
policies. 
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  Objectives

 Thorough examination of international trends of e-banking 
and payment systems
 Providing conducive space for policy-makers, bankers, and 

IT experts to exchange views about the prospect of banking 
industry
 Introduction of the roadmap for national payment systems
 Discussions regarding latest transformations in e-banking 

industry
 Review of existing rules and regulations
 Presentation of national and international achievements of 

IT and banking industry

e-banking professionals and experts from banks, 
financial institutions, market infrastructures, and IT 
and ICT corporations. Therefore, EBPS6 is the place to 
do business and collectively shape the future of the 
banking industry in Iran. 
Moreover, the long-term objective of this event is to 
become an international platform for enabling the 
further development of the  banking industry by bringing 
together industry leaders to explore and capitalize on 
new opportunities in Iran and to foster new business 
partnerships with other international key centers.
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 Conference subjects

A) Policy and institutional dimensions
 Role and position of the central bank
 Bank information systems
 Required rules and regulations
 Reengineering of the payment system and electronic 

banking in the country
 Standardization of banking procedures

B) Role and position of the banking network
 The role of banks in dealing with emerging business 

models
 Intellectualization of banking operations and services
 Synergy or divergence of stakeholders
 Determination of the position of emerging trade 

partners
 Social responsibility in banking
 Optimal business models for PSPs
 Redefinition of management and workforce structure 

in banks
 Redesign of management patterns and credit 

assessment procedures for customers
 Analysis of JCPOA achievements in banking industry
 Customers’ behavioral changes

C) IT infrastructures
 Intellectualization of security systems
 Design of new payment platforms
 Hardware and network
 Telecommunication networks and operators

D) International requirements
 Required changes in supervision and legislation
 Compliance with international standards
 Fraud detection and anti-money laundry
 Challenges and opportunities for connecting to 

international payment systems
E) Emerging models
 Fintech
 Social banking
 Digital currencies
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  How to Submit Articles

Those interested to submit their articles, are invited 
to send an extended abstract from conference 
webpage ebps.ir to the scientific secretariat no 
later than 16 October 2016. The deadline for the 
submission of the full text of accepted articles is 16 
December 2016.
Abstract of articles should appear in maximum 1000 
words. You can download the acceptable format for 
the submission of articles from ebps.ir.
The language of the conference will be in Farsi; 
though simultaneous English translation is available 
for non-Persian speaking participants.

  Addressees

A variety of professions attend this conference. 
During two days, the conference on Electronic 
Banking and Payment Systems will address the 
following groups:
 Senior and mid-managers of banks
 Executive experts in the field of e-banking
 Companies offering e-banking services
 Academicians in the field of economy and banking
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High policy council

Ali Kermanshah IT managing Deputy, CBI

Naser Hakimi IT managing director, CBI

Ali Divandari MBRI director

Masood Homayoonfar CEO, National informatics services co.

Ahmad Badri MBRI, Deputy of Research (Scientific Secretary)

Masood Soltanzali MBRI,  Deputy of finance and administration (Executive 
Secretariat)

Conferences  First  Second  Third  Fourth fifth

Time
19 – 20 

February
2012

16 – 17 
January

2013

6 – 7 
January

2014

26 –27 
January

2015

11 – 12 
January

2016

Venue

 Milad
 Tower

 conference
center

 IRIB
 conference

center

 Milad
 Tower

 conference
center

 Milad
 Tower

 conference
center

 Milad
 Tower

 conference
center

 Participants in 2
days 2200 2000 2500 3400 5500

Key note speeches 6 5 6 11 11

 Specialized
speeches 6 4 12 12 11

Foreign speakers 2 3 3 10 5

Workshops 16 21 10 9 15

Articles presented 20 24 10 16

Specialized panels 2 3 3 3 6

 Received article
abstracts 380 399 290 281

 Sponsors and
 participants in
exhibitions

26 34 35 42 33

Organisational chart

History of events
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  The Exhibition

EBPS is aiming to be the leading banking services 
event in Iran (and subsequently in Middle East) where 
networking and doing business are at the top of the 
agenda. Therefore, in addition to the conference, 
EBPS6 hosts a high-class exhibition, where you can 
meet about 30 top institutions in the areas of e-banking 
and payment systems including banks, financial 
institutions, software and hardware developers, ICT 
companies, systems integrators, consultants, and 
payment service providers in one place.
Therefore, the 6th Annual Conference on E-Banking 
and Payment Systems will provide high-impact brand 
visibility for exhibitors and sponsors and ensure that 
they are at the forefront of shaping the future of the 
e-banking and payment systems market. Take a look 
at our website (www.ebps.ir), to start planning your 
business meetings.

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
We are offering a number of dynamic sponsorship 
packages at the 2017 EBPS conference, which will 
enable you to achieve high-profile brand exposure to 
our audience of 2,500+ senior-level decision-makers 
across the country.
EBPS represents the interests of E-baking and 
payment systems members, encouraging best 
practice and the exchange of industry know-how 
through its schedule of conferences and exhibitions. 
Becoming a corporate sponsor for our event 
demonstrates that your business is supporting the 
industry and its work, while targeting our unique 
audience to bring your company’s products and 
services to their attention.
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Sponsorship

Companies that are willing to sponsor and support the conference may choose 
from among the following sponsorship schemes:

Advantages
Scheme

 Diamond Gold

A large flag of the sponsor in the main hall * ---

Showing the logo in muted LED screens in the 
main hall (together with the bank logos) * *

Exhibition space 30 sq.m 18 sq.m

 Number of participants  in the main hall and
workshops 50 30

Number of invitees for the exhibition 20 10

Advertisements in conference special publications pages 2 page 1

Inclusion of teaser, clips or reportage in conference CD Up to 5 min. Up to 3 min.

Advertising gifts in participants’ bags * *

 Special stand for brochure distribution * ---

Time allocated to presentation of products 60 min. 45 min.

 Mentioning the type of sponsorship in exhibition
space * *

 Showing the sponsor’s logo in the conference
teaser in the main hall * ---

Sponsor’s logo on:
Conference CD cover * *

Entry card * ---

Conference poster and brochure * *

Conference invitation letter * *

Conference website * *

Conference opening clip * *

Conference newspaper ads * *

Conference agenda * *

 Advertising plans in the conference area and
conference center * *

Sponsorship fee (Rial) 30000 € 20000 €
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The bank/ company of                                       applies for the                          scheme.

The name and position of the applying agent  

Required additional space

Tel. & fax                                                                        Mobile

Date                                                                                              signature

The respectable sponsors are requested to notice that:
1- Conclusion of sponsorship is subject to signing the contract.
2- Applications are expected to be received by Dec. 14. Early applications 
are privileged for allocation of spaces.
3- Due to limitation of space, please inform your request for additional 
spaces via this form.
4- Additional space (upon availability) costs € 200 per sq.m.
5- For any enquiry, please call 88657495-97 (Ms. Rajabi)

Registration Fee (2 days) 100 €



Scienti�c Secretariat

Fax: +98(21)8865 7430
Tel: +98(21)8865 7395 - 97

e-mail: ac@mbri.ac.ir
Website: www.EBPS.ir

Address: Monetary and Banking Research Institute,
No. 10, Africa Ave., Argentina Sq.,
Tehran-IRAN, P.O.box: 16765-1654


